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April 19, 1971
Honorable H.R. Haldeman
Executive Office of the President
The h"'hite House
Washington, D. C.
Dear Bob:
I \vas in Boston over the \Veekend visiting my older boy
who is at Harvard and got the attached "Dump Nixon" material from
a distributor at Harvard Square. This stuff \Vas being handed out
by well organized crews, and 'vas conspicuous on billboards, etc.
I assume it is being distributed at rallies organized all across
the country. It is not the spontaneous work of innocent college
pranksters 'or even well-meaning persons \vho disagree \Vith the Nixon
Administration. This looks more like the effort of enemies within
and without \vho \Vi11 do anything to destroy America and undermine
public confidence in our institutions. The attached Evans and Novak
column bears this out.
On Saturday I stopped in Boston Common to hear a black
revolutionary named Florence Kennedy harangue a crowd, purportedly
of womens' lib types, but Kennedy's whole thrust was an attack on
President Nixon, and a call to come to Washington and block the
streets and try to disrupt the Government on April 24.
It is hard to believe this is happening until you actually
attend these raqb1e-rousing affairs.
We should have a political "truth squad" or "fight-back"
task force to counter-attack -- in open discussion. Bob Dole's recent
defense of the FBI is the sort of thing we need. Any repulsion of
these militants would cause sympathy. Instead, we should expose them
and answer on the merits then and there.
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They must be financed by outside hostile forces -- such
bums would not have the brains or resources to carryon as they do
without financial help and experienced guidance from more competent
sources. In any event, 'we cannot \"ait as LBJ did -- it might really
get away from us. These birds mean business. The \.Jashington Post
of April 19 shows how eager the anti-Nixon media are to exaggerate
this activity.
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